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The DATE is September 11, 2018, Tuesday, in Washington DC at the perfect location: The Lincoln Memorial
Reflection Pool Steps.
Not Divided™ announces their FIRST event in the Nation’s Capital. It will be Live-Streamed and filmed by a
professional Videographer.
To The Call™, a Christian Music Group, agrees, “What if… America is not divided? Imagine!” “Let’s do a
CONCERT to grab attention!”
Steve Thweatt, incredible pianist and co-founder of the music group with his wife Ellen Thweatt, has performed
in the presence of movie stars, music icons and political VIP’s.
Expect a NEW BRAND of Music performed by the core group, including Jeffrey Payne, drummer. Additionally,
they have invited other singers and musicians to perform gospel and contemporary – some people whom
they’ve NEVER met!
Practicing UNITY against odds, they are putting it to the test trusting that the results will be AMAZING and highly
effective!
Opening and throughout the day, SHOFARS will Blow accompanied by Worship FLAGGING and DANCERS led
by Kandi Strock Moesel who is highly experienced in these.
Essentially, this group is saying: America – We are NOT DIVIDED!
Their ambition is to become a MOVEMENT of RESTORERS to help LEAD in a direction for HEALING the hurting
nation. PRAYER for America and for leaders will go forth! Also prayers of Petitions and Thanksgiving.
Not Divided™ has the area of the Lincoln Memorial Reflection Pool Steps from 8:30 am to 10:00 pm. They plan
to start at noon, ending at approximately 9:00 pm.
•
One feature song composed by Ellen and sung by her uses 2 Chronicles 7:14. It includes a thoughtprovoking narrated message. She believes this scripture holds the secret to UNLOCKING God’s PROMISE to HEAL
the LAND, America.
•
A second feature song, written and performed by Ellen speaks to expectant mothers. The drummer
sounds a “Heartbeat” throughout the song on his kick drum and a deeply heartfelt, personal message of hope
flows graciously to listeners.
A BONUS: Marcia Thompson Eldreth, was inspired a design for America’s very own Christian Flag; she will
present the Flag which solely represents America's Christian Faith allegiance. Marcia has aired on Pat
Robertson’s 700 Club featuring this Flag.
Visit: www.notdividedusa.com
Everyone is INVITED. There will be OPEN mic at random times.

